
 

   
MOUNTING AND OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS

OLYMPUS - ELECTRONIC 
 
1.  Instructions must be kept for future use 
 
2.  To be installed by a certified electrician 
 
3.  Cut an opening on the false ceiling 220Χ220 mm 
  
4.  Make sure that the power is disconnected when installing the 
luminaire as well as during lamp changing. 
 
5.   Connect the power supply to the clamp  
 
6. The metal fixation piece under the ballast box is used to better 
fix the luminaire. Set it up according to the false ceiling thickness.   
 
 
7. Slope the luminaire through the opening keeping the fixation 
springs upwards   
 
8. Leave the springs as soon as they are over the opening and the 
luminaire will come to its position.    
 
9. The lamp types as well as the wattage are indicated on the 
metal identification tag. 
 
10. Mimimum distance from lit items is 50cm. 
 

         
 

                 Class I 
                                                                 (Grounding required) 
                                                                                    

                                                                        GALLIS S.A 

0.50
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